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I. Read and translate the following text into Ukrainian:

An abstract is a stand-alone statement that briefly conveys the essential information of a paper, article, document or book; presents the objective, methods, results, and conclusions of a research project; has a brief, non-repetitive style. Although an abstract appears as the first section of a paper, it should be written last. You need to have completed all other sections before you can select and summarize the essential information from those sections. Many abstracts are published without the complete paper itself in abstract journals or in online databases. Thus, an abstract might serve as the only means by which a researcher determines what information a paper contains. Moreover, a researcher might make a decision whether to read the paper or not based on the abstract alone. Because of this need for self-contained compactness, an abstract must convey the essential results of a paper.

II. Give definitions to the following terms:

*scientific conferences*, *abstract*, *researcher*, *environment*

III. Speak on advantages and disadvantages of scientific forum using the following questions:

1. What opportunities do conferences provide? 2. What sports facilities can the participants take part into at scientific conferences? 3. How can you receive this sort of information? 4. What events does the full program of conference offer to the participants? 5. What kind of accommodation does the Committee provide for the people coming to the conference? 6. What is a travel award? 7. Why do many scientists feel that conferences are more intellectually stimulating than formal papers? 8. What conferences give their participants the feeling of enthusiasm and intellectual satisfaction?